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Apple Apple's iOS 13 looks like a great update. It includes a real solution for robocalls, privacy improvements, Android-style power user features, and many fixed unpleasantness. After spending my smartphone years with Android and Windows Phone, now I want an iPhone. A real solution for Robocall's
Apple Robocall blocking is the best new feature in iOS 13. The Silence unknown call option solves the greatest irritation of owning a phone at all. When this feature is turned on, your iPhone checks the incoming call against numbers in your contacts, emails, and messages. If it finds a match, the phone
rings. If not, the call goes directly to voicemail. Robocalls are a modern technological plague that apparently touches everyone. The best advice to deal with them is to stop answering your phone. One of the main problems with this advice is that you are still being interrupted by your phone calling, fighting
for your attention for a call you don't need. It also fills your entire iPhone's screen. If the only new feature coming to iPhones was Silence Unknown Callers, that would be enough reason to switch. But is not the only feature. There's a lot more than that. Apple builds in Privacy Features that Google won't
Apple It looks like everyone is tracking you all the time. Sometimes apps request location tracking, whether the app needs it or not. And even apps that have a legitimate use for your location, such as apps that have a legitimate use for your location, can be used to make sure that you want to use it.
Preventing this behavior is challenging too. You can disable all location tracking, but then some of your apps will be useless (like weather apps). You can also manually enable and disable location tracking each time you use an app. But it takes digging through a long list of settings, and it's just
cumbersome. If location tracking bothers you, Apple has you covered. Soon, you'll be able to give an app permission to check your location only once. You can already only let an app track your location while you're using it. If you've given an app permission to track your location and it does, your iPhone
will notify you — complete with a map of the locations that the app has tracked — and provide an option to change that permission. And apps that track you via Bluetooth and Wi-Fi without telling you? Apple is putting an end to it, too. Android does not offer anything close to this level of location security.
It's not uncommon to see the Sign in with Google or Sign in with Facebook buttons on websites and apps. They're easy — you don't have to create another account with a different password. But they're not very private. By using this option, you agree to provide information to a company you may know
taken from your accounts. Google or Facebook also gets more information about what you're doing. Apple's solution is its own sign-in service: Sign in at Apple. But this one you does not and it does not distribute your data. Apple doesn't a lot of data about you to begin with; It's not the company's business
model. When you sign in with Apple, you can either hand over your name and Apple-associated email or, to get even more privacy, a randomly generated email that forwards to you. Signing in with Apple gives you the convenience of creating a quick account while maintaining your privacy. Both from
Apple and the companies that ask for accounts. Android Power User Features Getting to the iPhone Apple The contest between Android and iPhone sometimes feels like the battle between Coke and Pepsi. Both are excellent and much of it is just personal preferences. But Android and iPhone are more a
few than some people are willing to admit- and they become more a few with each iOS and Android operating system release. But for all the similarities the two operating systems have, some of the differences are huge. It took forever for the iPhone to get third-party keyboard support, and to be honest;
It's still not as seamless as Android's keyboard options. If you like to swipe on the keyboard, Apple adds a new QuickPath option that you can swipe to type. That's a minor reason to use a third-party keyboard in the first place. You can't customize the look of an iPhone as much as you can Android, and
that can always be true. But if you find yourself removing all your widgets, and placing your most used apps in easily accessible places and folders, the look is not that different from an iPhone. And Apple is adding a new beautiful dark mode option in iOS 13. Dark mode may not be better for your eyes
than a bright theme, but it sure looks good. (Android gets a dark state this year with Android Q, also-see how similar these operating systems are going to be?) And while it took too long to get proper Near-Field Communication (NFC) support, Apple is embracing it wholeheartedly now. If you're using an
iPhone XR or XS, you can start shortcuts from an NFC tag. Shortcuts are a great way to automate tasks, and combined with NFC tags, the possibilities seem endless. In the past, we've used NFC tags in a car to start playing music from a playlist and drag instructions up to the home on Android. Now you
will be able to do the same with an iPhone. Like the iPad, the iPhone is getting proper external drive support. Soon you will be able to connect a USB drive to an iPhone (with an adapter) and access files and photos. It's a small thing, but that's the point. The sum of all these small changes is more than the
individual parts. iOS 13 Fixes So many little unpleasants Apple There's a lot to love for someone solid in the iPhone camp too. This update addresses so many small unpleasant ones. Safari, for example, will automatically close tabs for you based on timings. If you have ever opened tabs viewing your
mobile browser only to find dozens of tabs from the eons page, you will appreciate the concept closes after a day or week of use. Hopefully, every browser borrows this idea. And talking about about Like Android, iOS 13 lets you delete apps directly from the App Store's update list. This is important on
iPhones (which are missing an app drawer) since at the moment, you have to chase their locations on your iPhone's home screens. Any iPhone user who relies on the reminders app will appreciate better natural language support. Writing something like the ophthalmologist at 6pm will create a properly
planned reminder. Before, the reminder app would create an appointment with that title. Lost and stolen phones are another problem we all face, regardless of the OS. Apple has a great solution for it, and it's born out of another product: Bluetooth trackers. Products like Tile and Trackr promise to help you
find your stuff through crowdsourcing. The idea is your tracker can contact you by communicating through other closer trackers. The problem is that the quantity doesn't exist. Well, Apple certainly has a crowd to work with. So iOS 13 brings that crowdsourcing to find my (formerly Find My Phone) feature
on iPhones. Your phone will contact you via Bluetooth via other people's iPhones and iPads. No matter where your device is, it's probably close. And, lest you think that goes against the promise of privacy, Apple included really smart cryptography, so only you can track your phone, not even Apple can get
to data. No Wonder Apple was rushing At its annual Worldwide Developers Conference (WWDC), Apple unveiled these features and more-demonstrating the future of iPhones along with a new iPadOS that will make iPads far more powerful. If you've seen the keynote speaker, you may have noticed
something strange with all the speakers. They rushed. From the speeches to the demonstrations, everything felt fast. At the end of the presentation, it was clear why WWDC's speakers felt so rushed. Apple had a lot to advertise — and Apple didn't even have time to cover all the features available in iOS
13. This update looks like the best new version of iOS this year. iOS 13 will be released sometime in fall 2019. It comes to iPhone XS, iPhone XS Max, iPhone XR, iPhone X, iPhone 8, iPhone 8 Plus, iPhone 7, iPhone 7 Plus, iPhone 6S, iPhone 6S Plus and iPhone SE. It will be included on all new
iPhones Apple launches in the fall, too. RELATED: iPadOS will almost make your iPad a real computer Although almost every one of the best VPN services offers iPhone VPN applications, the large number of options means it can be difficult to choose the best one. And of course, you need one that
matches the quality and polishing you're used to as an iOS user. While Apple's ecosystem is known for its malware resistance, once you've sent your information into the ether there's nothing your phone can do. This is where an iPhone VPN comes into an iPhone VPN coming into an iPhone VPN.
However, an iOS VPN isn't just for privacy. You will be able to install it on your iPhone, iPad, even your iPod Touch (they still apparently) and subsequently you will be able to access streaming content from all over the world. World. Since your iPhone is probably what you travel the most, an iPhone VPN
will keep you protected when you're connected to potentially unsecured public Wi-Fi networks in stores, cafes, or public transportation. What makes the best iPhone VPN? There are three big things we want to see in the best iPhone VPN: speed, security and support - and it doesn't hurt if it looks good
either. While it may sound simple, many VPNs can't tick all of these boxes. But our top pick ExpressVPN does, and it has them in spades. There are also a number of other features we love to see in iPhone VPN - all of which Express boasts, too. For starters, a wide network of servers in lots of countries
is great if you want to either bypass national censorship or stream geo-blocked media from abroad. It could be regional Netflix libraries, BBC iPlayer from outside the UK, Hulu from outside the US, or your Gmail account from inside China.Another important factor is app design. Your iPhone isn't anywhere
near the size of a PC screen, which means every pixel counts. Whichever iPhone VPN you choose should be optimized for a mobile form factor. It doesn't have to be bare and minimal, but it does have to work intuitively. So below is our review of the top five iOS VPNs and what they can do for you — all
you have to do is choose which one to go with.1. ExpressVPN – our favorite iPhone VPN An iOS VPN must be simple, usable and powerful – just like your iPhone. ExpressVPN is the absolute best of them all, with clean, clear apps and tons of configuration, plus some more unusual privacy features. You
can also claim three months for free via Tom's Guide. See Deal2. NordVPN – an excellent choice for an iOS VPN While the apps aren't quite as perfect as Express's, NordVPN's DNS leak protection, dual kill switch and auto-connect are problems for minor interface problems. Plus, North's Black Friday
sales offer the chance to win up to two years free - if you're lucky that can end up under $2 a month. See Deal3. Surfshark - great value plus top usability Surfshark is the most affordable iPhone VPN - but you won't make any sacrifices as apps are easy to use and you'll be able to use features like
BlindSearch and HackLock, too. And now, for Black Friday, you can get three months for free - that works out at just $2.21 a month. See DealDe five best iPhone VPN for iOS today (Image credit: ExpressVPN)ExpressVPN simply provides everything you need from an iPhone VPN. It's fast, private, and
easy to use, and since apps across all platforms are almost identical once you've used one, you've mastered them all. You get over 3,000 servers in 94 countries, which means that wherever you are, you can get a quality connection. In addition, all your data is protected by AES-256 encryption by default
with a choice of protocols, a kill switch and even split tunneling tailor your consumption. In addition to technicalities, though, Express's interface is excellent and does make super easy to access these in-depth features, which means you can have as basic or as complex an experience as you want –
perfect for beginners and experts. But things can go wrong with even the best services, so having a stellar support system in place is crucial. Luckily, Express has you covered with its 24/7 live chat. You get answers in minutes – often in seconds – and the operators are incredibly helpful and have never
failed to resolve one of our queries. If we were to break hair, we'd like Express VPN to offer a few more simultaneous connections. Five is plentiful in practice, though, and while you can only use five devices on the same account at the same time, you can get the app downloaded in as many as you like.
That's plenty for the vast majority of users – and if it isn't, you're covered by a no-quibble 30-day money back guarantee. Overall, Express offers the most fully equipped iPhone VPN app money can buy, so if you want the best, look no further. Get 49% off plus three months free of the best iPhone VPN
Tom's Guide readers can bag three months free on a 12-month plan, plus the regular 49% discount - working out 15 months for the price of 12. However, if you are not sure, you will also be covered by the 30-day warranty, so you can try before you buy, without any risk. View Deal(Image credit:
NordVPN)Volume of servers: 5,100+ in 59 countries | Maximum simultaneous connections: 6 | App Store score: 4.5 | 24/7 support: Yes | Streaming sites unblocked: Netflix, iPlayer, YouTube, Amazon, HuluExcellent securityGreat for streamingLots of other extensions &amp; appsRecently verified no-
loggingiPhone app interface is not idealIf you've heard of any VPN before, it will have been NordVPN. The security giant provides hugely popular and private services, and its iPhone VPN is no exception. With great speeds across most of its 5,200 servers, Nord is sure to give you a good connection, and
its 2048-bit dual encryption and extra features like Onion over VPN and Double VPN should keep you nice and anonymous. While effective, NordVPN's app design isn't quite as clean as Express's — it retains the card-based interface, and it doesn't work as well on mobile as it does on a screen, making it
a little awkward to use. This is a very small problem, though, as you won't really spend more than a few minutes in the app itself. Other features include two kill switches, DNS leak detection and auto-connect, and The North has now even introduced Siri support, which we're sure someone will find useful.
Apart from that, North is great for streaming as well, so if you're on a trip and don't want to pull out your laptop when you're on the train, you'll be able to unblock pretty much anything directly from your phone. If you're after a security-focused iPhone VPN that will do everything you need it to more,
NordVPN may be the right choice for you – and a 30-day warranty will cover you if you don't. Security Focused Security Focused it's great on iPhone NordVPN's iPhone app is a great choice for Apple users, but no matter which device you use the most, it will have you covered. Plus, it's not too expensive
either, so you can get big-name privacy at a good price. It's not quite ExpressVPN, but it's the next best thing. See Deal(Image credit: Surfshark)If you want to get the cheapest iPhone VPN that will actually do its job well, Surfshark should be on your shopping list. At less than $2.50 a month, you might
think that it's cut corners and is no competition for more expensive options, but in reality it's a well-rounded service that would be impressive at any cost. The iPhone app is completely plug-and-play, but while many will be content to simply press auto-connect, you will also be able to explore some other
features. For example, you can switch protocol between OpenVPN UDP and TCP and IKEv2 and use a kill switch to ensure that the connection is not compromised. One of its biggest selling points, though, is Surfshark's unlimited simultaneous connections policy. This means that you will be able to cover
each unit (whether it's 10 or 100) in your house on your bargain-basement plan. It's incredible value. While not quite as powerful as ExpressVPN or Nord, Surfshark provides a deceptively simple iPhone VPN that punches well above its weight and really competes with the very best, regardless of price.
Sign up now on the Surfshark website. (Image credit: IPVanish) IPVanish is one of the old guard - known and loved by those who used VPNs years ago and now trusted by the new wave looking for iPhone VPN, too. If you want high speeds - especially in the US - that's a good option. The app's design is
divisive, and whether you like it depends on what you want to see in your VPN. In use, you are provided with a heck of a lot of info, including data up and down, IP address, server name and more. While the iPhone app has been dimmed from the desktop version - reminiscent of The Matrix's black and
neon green color scheme - it's not as clean as the rest on this list. If you like it, though, IPVanish provides tons of in-depth features like auto-connect, a kill switch and a variety of protocols. A recent update also introduced the new unlimited connections policy, which we believe has real added value to the
service. If you like to see a lot of techy data and aren't afraid of a graph or two, IPVanish offers a seriously powerful iPhone app that can cover all kinds of VPN uses. But for random users, the options higher in this list provide cleaner, easier user experiences. Sign up now on the IPVanish website. (Image
credit: Hotspot Shield) If you're not nervous about in-depth features, Hotspot Shield is a smart, simple and beautiful iPhone VPN. The Catapult Hydra protocol delivers burning speeds, and combined with the fact that Hotspot Shield can unblock almost any streaming service, it's a perfect option for those
who like to be glued to their screen on the Move. But apart from P2P compatibility, high speeds and adequate protection is about everything you get. There is no kill switch, auto-connect, split tunneling, or anything else – but for the vast majority of users that won't be a problem. The only thing that can be
is the fact it lacks a 'best server' feature which would help enormously in getting the best connection. But for those looking for something that looks good and just works, hotspot Shield is a good choice - and you'll definitely be impressed with the speeds. Sign up now on hotspot shields websiteIfest iPhone
VPN for iOS FAQIf you want to make sure your sensitive information is kept secure and out of the hands of ne'er-do-wells, an iPhone VPN is an important bit of kit. But security isn't the only use of an iPhone VPN. If you're traveling abroad and have a subscription to a service like Netflix, you may find that
your favorite shows aren't available where you are. If you have access to a high-quality VPN, you can almost move yourself home and access what you're used to. The opposite is also true, and you can globe-trot around Netflix libraries to explore what other nations get with their subscription. Finally, ask
if you need a VPN on your iPhone as well as your computer. There's a simple answer to that and it's 'why not?'. All of the VPNs above offer multiple simultaneous connections, so you might as well use as many as possible. When your iPhone is connected to the Internet, be it via your network connection
or Wi-Fi, it is at risk. In the case of unsecured public Wi-Fi, like in cafes, hotels and airports, this risk is even greater. Risk of what? Your data will be revealed. This is where a VPN works to protect you. By directing the connection through its own servers, it can make you look in a place where you're not. It
will also assign you a new IP address, which makes you appear to be someone you are not. Essentially, all your traffic is encrypted and it keeps you - and your iPhone's data - secure. Free VPN services can be very tempting, but while there are some good options, they're all limited in some way. While
functionality is a problem (most have data caps or throttle speeds, when considering free iPhone VPN there is a very real danger to the user. Free services on the App Store have been known to be 'fleeceware' - offering a free trial and secretly charging massive weekly fees afterwards - while others
simply don't work and will give you a false sense of security. Due to the fact that you simply haven't got the configuration of a desktop Mac or PC on an iPhone, there's a risk that you'll get caught out by a scammer, and any settings you're not happy with might not be available to change. For both VPNs for
iPhones and Android VPNs, we wholeheartedly recommend going with a service, or at least one of our top rated free providers. Don't just go looking in the App Store and download the first free iPhone VPN you come coming Since iOS 2.0, iPhones and other Apple portable devices have supported VPN
connections — but they've never come with a built-in VPN. However, vpn integration is now completely seamless, so if you choose any of the best iPhone VPN services from our list, you can be sure you'll get - and remain - protected in seconds. Apple user? Check out our guide to the best Mac VPNMake
your money go ahead with our cheap VPN guideJust want to stream? Discover the best Netflix VPN of the day
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